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“The fault dear Brutus, lies not in our stars, but in ourselves” 
William Shakespeare in Julius Caesar 

 
While stock market levels have recently reached new all time highs, the assets under management of “quant” 
equity managers has remained substantially reduced from levels achieved before the Global Financial Crisis. A 
Blackrock report puts assets under management (AUM) down 35% and anecdotal comments from practitioners 
from other firms suggest than in some areas like “long/short global equity” the percentage decline may be up to 
80%. The use of the term “quant” has been struck from the marketing materials of most asset managers and 
replaced with substitutes such as “disciplined,” “structured” or the newly minted “quantamental.” There has been 
a widespread loss of faith in quant investment methods and those who use them.  
 
Even beyond the general loss of public credibility suffered by the financial services industry, the quant community 
has suffered an even greater loss of investor confidence. This loss of confidence would be entirely justifiable if 
quantitative asset managers really did underperform their less mathematical brethren in recent years. So the first 
question we must ask is has quant performed poorly? There have been two formal studies of the performance of 
quant managers versus traditional managers over the past decade and through the GFC. The first is Lakonishok and 
Swaminathan (2010) and the second is Gustafson and Halper (2010). Both studies found that quant managers did at 
least as well or better than the traditional managers through the GFC and surrounding periods.  

But Quants Fail at PR and Lobbying 

It is my assertion that quants have a public relations problem of their own making. I begin my discussion with the 
following quotation, which is the first paragraph of the earliest “detective fiction” style short story in American 
literature, Murders in the Rue Morgue (1841) by Edgar Allan Poe.  
 
The mental features discoursed of as the analytical, are in themselves but little susceptible of analysis. We 
appreciate them only in their effects. We know of them, among other things, that they are always to their 
possessor when inordinately possessed, a source of the liveliest enjoyment. As the strong man exults in his 
physical ability, delighting in such exercises as call his muscles into action, so glories the analyst in that moral 
activity which disentangles. He derives pleasure even from the most trivial occupation which brings his talent into 
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play. He is fond of enigmas, of conundrums, hieroglyphics; exhibiting in his solutions of each a degree of acumen 
which appears to the ordinary apprehension as praeternatural. His results brought about by the very soul and 
essence of method, have, in truth, the whole air of intuition.  
 
This quote has two important lessons for quant managers. The first is that people who are of an analytical nature 
will be biased toward seeing problems as more complex than they really are because there is little ego gratification 
in solving an easy problem. The second is that to outsiders who are not mathematically inclined such as clients and 
perhaps their own senior management will see “black box” quantitative methods with great distrust, no different 
than if we were doing portfolio optimization by chanting while waving a dead chicken. 
  
To make matters worse, many people within the quant asset management community purport to be very rigorous 
in their analysis are sadly lacking in this regard. In the Doctor’s Dilemma (1906) George Bernard Shaw (a trained 
mathematician) wrote:  
 
“Even trained statisticians often fail to appreciate the extent to which statistics are vitiated by the unrecorded 
assumptions of their interpreters. It is easy to prove that the wearing of tall hats and the carrying of umbrellas 
enlarges the chest, prolongs life and confers comparative immunity from disease. A university degree, a daily bath, 
the owning of thirty pairs of trousers, a knowledge of Wagner's music, a pew in church, anything, in short, that 
implies more means and better nurture can be statistically palmed off as a magic spell conferring all sorts of 
privileges. The mathematician whose correlations would fill a Newton with admiration, may, in collecting and 
accepting data and drawing conclusions from them fall into quite crude errors by just such popular oversights as I 
have been describing.” 
 
A couple of months ago, I gave a lecture to a statistics course at Harvard and tried to follow up on Shaw’s 
assertion. During the lecture I asked the audience of more than three hundred how many people in the room knew 
how to calculate the standard error of a simple correlation coefficient. Sadly, the answer was two (myself and the 
professor). I have asked this same question in numerous quant investment forums and received a similarly 
disappointing answer. 
 
During the years leading up to the 2007 quant “meltdown,” the AUM of quantitatively oriented managers grew 
massively. “Quant” became the primary business within many asset management firms. In the effort to get a 
broader audience of investors, quant managers have succumbed to the temptation to reduce complex concepts to 
“sound bites” and “elevator speeches.” In doing so, we have encouraged the general investment community to 
not bother reading “fine print” in research or to understand the nuances of particular strategies. For quant 
managers who asserted to potential clients that their risk control processes were far better than those of 
fundamental managers, the experience of 2007 left investors feeling they have been misled and cheated. Many 
asset owners have taken on the attitude of former New York City mayor, Fiorello LaGuardia who said “Lies, 
damned lies and statistics.”  
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In terms of communication with the public through the financial press, the handling of the events of August 2007 
was abysmal. It was an exercise in “PR spin” that spun out of control and discredited the industry. For example, 
during the “quant meltdown” period of 2007, the financial press ran daily stories quoting major investment banks 
and institutions. Assertions were made of “seven standard deviation events” and “ten standard deviation” events 
in factor returns (as if the public knew what a factor return even was). Of course, anyone who passed basic 
statistics knows that simple standard deviation is only an admissible estimator for normal and IID return 
distributions. The likelihood of such extreme events is infinitesimally small to the point of being nearly incalculable. 
How could this happen day after day? 
 
Of course, we all know the more plausible explanation. The persons making the assertions of repeated extremely 
rare events were simply wrong about the value of the standard deviation, or this measure of risk is simply 
inappropriate for the actual return distribution which prevailed at that moment in time. By implying that something 
crazy was happening to the world rather than admit that our own knowledge was limited, this sort of public 
statement undermined rather than enhanced investor confidence. Quants would do well to heed the words of 
sports writer H.L. Mencken who said “For every complex problem, there is an answer which is simple, elegant and 
wrong.”  
 
Shortly after the quant meltdown, the Financial Times did an editorial suggesting that because so many funds used 
Barra and Northfield optimization systems, the portfolios were similar so trades became “crowded” during the 
crisis. Basically the article asserted the GFC was our fault. At the time, I was rather amused to think we were so 
influential. When I talked to the writer at a FTSE conference a year later, he admitted that the idea had come from a 
“quant industry source” not a member of the FT staff.  
  
The whole idea of crowding in terms of portfolio positions is rather strange. Since every share of stock is owned by 
someone, if two portfolios are more similar to one another it means those two portfolios must be more jointly 
different from the portfolios of other investors. Crowding occurs when similar portfolios all seek liquidity at the 
same time, which is an issue of bad estimation of the trading costs associated with potential margin calls.  
 
There is also a logic problem in this argument. Consider a fire in a crowded theatre. When a fire breaks out, there is 
a mad scramble to the fire exits and several people are killed by being trampled by the evacuees. Would we blame 
these deaths on the people that made the lighting fixtures and signs in the theatre on the basis that had the room 
been dark, the patrons would have run in random directions and hence were less likely to run each other over?  
The quant community managed to further shoot itself in the foot with the unfortunate situation at Axa Rosenberg. 
What seems clear is that there was a bug in the computer code that influenced portfolio construction and risk 
management of their portfolios. Apparently, they found the bug and they didn’t fix it promptly. After an SEC 
investigation, a fine of $25 million was levied and founder Barr Rosenberg forced out of the industry. There seem to 
be two views on this case.  
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In letters of the editor of a financial publication and in a presentation to the London Quant Group, Bernd Scherer 
argued that the SEC case is implausible since there is nothing factual to back up the idea that the software bug 
materially impacted actual investment outcomes. On the other hand, in a recent presentation to the Chicago 
Quantitative Alliance, Jeff Brown of 18 Asset Management (Canada) argued that Axa Rosenberg got what he 
deserved for perpetrating deliberate cover-up of the problem. Irrespective of what position you favor, this case 
begs an important question in terms of the level playing field for quants. What if a fundamental portfolio manager 
has too many martinis over lunch and then goes back to the office to enter trades? Should the SEC require the firm 
to disclose this incident to clients? 

Blame the Computers 

Another incident which weakened confidence in quantitative approaches to investing was the so-called “Flash 
Crash.” In this case financial firms shirked responsibility by blaming “the computers” in all the press releases. Of 
course, the computers belong to the firms. In 1988, I wrote an article on the origins of the October 1987 stock 
market crash where many similar sentiments about the culpability of computers were bandied about in the popular 
press. 
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After the 1987 crash, the Federal government did an extensive investigation led by Nicholas Brady (later Treasury 
Secretary) and Robert Glauber (later head of NASDAQ and Freddie Mac). A careful reading of the commission 
report reveals that computer failures (mostly backups in print queues) played a minor role. What really created the 
crisis were silly assumptions about there being infinite liquidity in equity markets and some very esoteric (and 
dumb) policies in the way that margin balances were handled in the clearing of index futures trades.  
 
Quants have perpetuated this sort of nonsense by maintaining the “black box” nature of their daily operations. 
Many years ago, I got a telephone call from the IT head of a major asset management firm. Their quant team had 
created an automated strategy. Monthly it evaluated stocks, cross-referenced with analyst ratings, optimized (using 
Northfield) and submitted trades to their trading system. Despite good performance of the portfolio (or perhaps 
because of it), the entire quant team quit and went to another firm. When I went to visit the IT head, I was ushered 
into a firm with about thirty people trying to figure out how to maintain the good performance of this portfolio 
without actually perpetuating the unpleasant fact there was no human being currently in control of the process. I 
rather meekly suggested that that they literally pull the plug.  

Equity Quants are Good at Optimizing Their Utility Function, Not the Client’s 

There are also long term structural problems in the quant industry that have contributed to the current lack of 
success. Quant asset managers and pension consultants have effectively conspired to make “tracking error” the 
key metric of portfolio risk. Unfortunately, investors don’t pay their bills with benchmark relative money. Tracking 
error is the metric by which managers manage their risk of being fired as managers. It is also the risk that the 
consultant looks stupid for recommending a failed manager. Ex-post tracking error is often the only quantitative 
measure of risk for many pension plans despite the fact that it addresses a small portion of total risk. This isn’t 
exactly hot news as there have been numerous studies to point out this conflict of interest such as Roll (1992), 
Wilcox (1994) and Kritzman, Light and Rich (1996).  
 
The use of quant oriented performance statistics such as Sharpe Ratio and Information Ratio have also been widely 
abused. Almost every asset manager asserts that their Sharpe Ratio or Information Ratio is higher than their peers 
so they are perceived to be a better manager. We should first note that it is impossible for everybody to be above 
average. In my three decades in the industry I have never seen a quant manager actually assert that their higher SR 
or IR was actually statistically significant, despite the fact that the required calculations were published long ago in 
Jobson and Korkie (1981). Even the more complex situation of calculating the confidence intervals assuming fat 
tailed distributions was solved in LeDoit and Wolf (2008).  

The relationship of SR and IR to other measures of investor utility was studied in deGroot and Plantinga (2003).   
Our view is that maximizing SR or IR is not a rational objective for unlevered investors except for a sub-class of 
investors that are so risk averse they would never own equities at all. Arithmetic returns in a portfolio are additive 
(the portfolio return is the average of the security returns), while the volatility of the portfolio is sub-additive (you 
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benefit from correlations being less than one) so portfolio volatility is lower than the average of the individual 
security volatilities. As such, when you form portfolios it is easier to increase Sharpe Ratios by decreasing risk than 
by increasing returns. In the limit, you could construct a portfolio that has positive excess return approaching zero 
(say .0001% annually), but a volatility approaching zero at faster rate so the Sharpe Ratio would approach infinity.   
You have a great SR (or IR) but the actual economic value added would be literally infinitesimal, so this would have 
perceived economic value only to an investor with extreme risk aversion. Higher ratios do not imply better investor 
outcomes except in the presence of unlimited leverage, so it is unsurprising that many investors were heavily 
geared as we approached the Global Financial Crisis. In addition, if you account for the non-zero possibility of hiring 
an underperforming manager, a high SR or IR is not always a good thing as discussed in diBartolomeo (2010). 

Fixed Income Disasters 

In fairness, the fixed income side of the quant community has also had its very trying issues. One such situation 
was described by WIRED magazine as “The Secret Formula that Destroyed Wall Street.” The formula in question is 
the Gaussian Copula approach to estimating the credit risk of a set of loans or bonds that have been combined into 
some form of derivative security. Formally, this approach is a way to calculate the marginal probability densities of 
the economic payoffs of the packaged loans. The original paper by Li (2000) carefully stated that the mathematical 
basis of the method included basic assumptions that were not realistic. Despite Li’s warning this method was 
computationally convenient and was widely adopted starting around 2005 in the provision of credit ratings by the 
major rating agencies and by major credit market participants such as AIG.  
 
The very name Gaussian Copula should give us pause. The word Gaussian is simply a physics term for a normal 
distribution. However, I can think of few things less normally distributed than the economic payoffs of a loan that 
may default. If you lend someone money, they may pay or they may not pay but the cash flow outcome is likely to 
be almost binary, and unlikely to resemble a normal distribution. To get the outcomes to be normally distributed we 
must invoke the Central Limit Theorem of statistics.  
 
The CLT says that if we take enough distributions of totally independent outcomes and sum them, the distribution 
of the sum will be normal irrespective of the shape of the individual distributions. However, the idea that all 
borrowers in a set of mortgages are totally independent in their ability and willingness to repay is ludicrous. It 
implies that there are no economic recessions, depressions, wars, natural disasters or anything else that can 
impact more than one borrower at a time.  
 
Some people tried to justify using the CLT in this way on the basis that there was little evidence that mortgage loan 
defaults had been nationally correlated across borrowers in the USA in the past periods for which there was 
computerized data available (since the 1950s). This sample obviously left out the Great Depression of 1929. It also 
left out the mathematical reality that the lack of correlation is a necessary but not sufficient condition to establish 
independence for the Central Limit Theorem.  
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Consider investing in two hedge funds (this example is paraphrased from a passage in Iceberg Risk by Kent 
Osband). The two funds have offices in the same office building. Each trading day the two fund managers meet for 
morning coffee and flip a coin. If the coin comes up heads, they hold exact same positions. If the coin comes up 
tails, they go long and short against each other. The time series correlation of their returns will vary instantaneously 
from positive one to negative one. If they are using a fair coin the time series correlation of their returns will be 
approximately zero despite the fact that their actual investments are absolutely co-dependent 100% of the time.  
 
At best, the role of the Gaussian Copula in the Global Financial Crisis is reminiscent of the words of Francois de la 
Rochfoucald, “we are so accustomed to disguise ourselves to others that in the end we become disguised to 
ourselves.”  

Upward Bias in Marketing Claims 

Quant firms have also perpetuated distrust among investors by insisting on the rather silly notion that “back-
testing” of proposed strategies is actually indicative of what sort of financial outcomes that an investor is likely to 
experience. First of all, computers and the transmission of the data they carry is constantly becoming faster and 
less expensive. Is it any wonder that strategies we conceive of today with massive help from computational 
facilities and huge libraries of data would appear to be superior to what actual investors could have done twenty or 
thirty years ago? If we had a time machine that could transmit modern AR-15 rifles to Napoleon’s troops, we 
certainly might have changed the outcomes of particular battles but these victories would not imply that Napoleon 
had improved in his skills as a general or had a greater likelihood of victory against opposing forces with equivalent 
weapons.  
 
Whenever we back-test strategies we do so in the knowledge of what has transpired in the past and without the 
knowledge of what will transpire in the future. If we are lucky enough that the future is like the past our investment 
outcomes may be similar (heroically assuming no one else got the same ideas). At best, back-test results should be 
presented to investors as the upper bound of the expected range of outcomes, not the expected value of those 
outcomes. The availability of cheap computers and massive data sets has lead to all sorts of unsound practices 
among quant practitioners. As the character Dr. Ian Malcolm said in the movie Jurassic Park,“ just because we can 
doesn’t mean we should.”  
 
The quant community has also hurt their credibility with asset owners by overpromising to investors in regards to 
how positive risk-adjusted returns may be achieved. In doing so, even matters of basic algebra are ignored in favor 
of the more exotic explanation of an “anomaly.” For example, the vast preponderance of quant equity managers 
has some dependence on the supposed “value” anomaly. It is presumed that markets are persistently inefficient 
across a wide array of time periods and countries.  
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A different view suggests that any price sensitive strategy (value or momentum) replicates an option on the cross-
section of returns as described in diBartolomeo (2003). All momentum strategies are long the option and have 
positive skew and value strategies are short this option leading to negative skew. On the rare occasions when 
value performs poorly it performs very poorly, so it should provide a risk premium.  
 
The current hot topic among equity asset owners is so-called “low volatility strategies” which purportedly show 
that theories of market efficiency (e.g. CAPM or APT) do not hold. The CAPM is a single period model therefore 
cannot address the effect of compounding. It states that arithmetic returns are linear in risk. If arithmetic returns 
are linear in risk, geometric returns must be a convex function of risk. Portfolios with sufficiently high beta can be 
expected to underperform.  
 
In neither case is any sort of anomaly or violation of theory required to explain the observed behavior of financial 
markets. Proper application of basic algebra can explain a large part of what we see happen, without any black 
magic required. Quants would do well to consider the words of Kahlil Gibran in his epic poem The Prophet, “Say 
not, I have found the truth, but rather, I have found a truth. Say not I have found the path of the soul. Say rather, I 
have met the soul walking upon my path.”  

An Obvious Ethical Compromise and the Loss of Trust 

Some years ago, a client asked us for assistance in streamlining the process to optimize what they expected would 
become a large set of retail separate accounts. The basic strategy was to just passively match a large-cap index but 
with exactly 40 stocks at all times and the requirement that all stocks trade in 100 share round lots. While these 
cosmetic requirements did not seem to have much basis in investment strategy, what was shocking was that the 
expected average account size would be as low as $50,000. Given the constraints on portfolio construction, it 
seemed implausible that you could reasonably track any kind of index when the average stock in the portfolio would 
have to be priced below $13 per share. When I asked about the investment concepts, the client staff readily 
admitted that this was a largely irrational strategy but that their marketing partners thought it would sell well to 
retail investors. Northfield declined to cooperate with the client in terms of revising our technical offerings to 
facilitate an obvious disservice to investors.  
 
This sort of intentional disservice to investors is reminiscent of events back in the 1980s when a number of quant 
oriented fixed income mutual funds were apparently overtaken by their own marketing. In an effort to maintain high 
income levels a number held Treasury bonds (i.e. safe) while writing call options on the bonds. This practice 
generates extra income while selling away potential share appreciation if interest rates decline. Some funds took 
this to such an extreme that they were selling in the money call options and generating very large option premiums. 
In effect, the managers were intentionally bleeding off the value of fund shares and distributing that value disguised 
as what investors thought was interest income. A number of articles appeared in the financial press including one 
in Barron’s by now game-show host Ben Stein alleging that retail investors were being defrauded.  
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A much more subtle but economically important form of disservice to investors is the “pay to play” conferences for 
institutional investors. It has been routine for consultants and some vendors to the investment community to 
auction speaking slots to potential presenters. Such a conflicted process would be a major scandal if found at 
scientific or medical conferences. While Northfield is happy to sponsor events by non-profit organizations such as 
CFA Institute, QWAFAFEW and many universities, we have a strict policy of non-participation in conferences that 
require payment for speaking slots. As such, we may be conspicuous in our absence from certain events.  

A Dichotomy of Roles  

Some people might argue that the very foundations of quant finance are tainted with ethical compromise. I would 
assert that the first financial problem that was rigorously studied was “The Problem of the Points” in early 
sixteenth century Italy. The basic issue was how to fairly divide the value of a pot of money from a round of 
gambling that was interrupted before a winner was determined (e.g. closing time at a tavern). Among the 
mathematicians who studied the problem was Geralamo Cardano (1501-1576) who went on to write The Book on 
Games of Chance, which I take to be the first text on the modern view of probability and statistics. It has been 
alleged that Cardano was able to support his large gambling habit only through his successful day job, a medical 
practice in which Cardano had provided a bogus cure for syphilis.  
 
On the other hand, quantitative methods can play a large and positive role in enforcing “best practices” in the 
investment community. A very proud example at Northfield is our early involvement in the uncovering of the 
Madoff financial fraud. In his book, No One Would Listen whistleblower Harry Markopolos recounted a meeting in 
early 1999, nearly nine years before the fraud came to an eventual end:  
 
 “I turned to a man named Dan diBartolomeo. Dan is the founder of Northfield, a collection of math whizzes who 
provide sophisticated analytical and statistical risk management tools to portfolio managers. Dan is an eccentric, 
bow-tie-wearing East Coast surfer with a photographic memory that revels in math.” After receiving our 
assessment of the matter on the following day, Harry said “Bernie Madoff was a fraud. And whatever he was 
actually doing it was enough to put him in prison. I knew it was true but it was so hard to believe.”  
 
None of the analytical procedures used to assess the Madoff situation were proprietary to Northfield. Everything 
we did was from published papers and yet we were able to state to a virtual statistical certainty that something 
was very wrong in a matter of a few hours. What we find hard to believe is that the supposed due diligence 
practices of dozens of large financial institutions had failed to see those same problems in over a decade of 
observation.  
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Conclusions  

Quant equity AUM has declined markedly because investors have lost faith in equity management methods that 
purported to be rigorously thought out and executed. In reality, what many quant products have done is maximized 
the utility function of the asset manager rather than the investor. The associated credibility issue has been a bigger 
problem on the quant side than the fundamental side of the business because the quant community is unwilling or 
unable to articulate their investment concepts in common language without falling to the temptation to use 
misleading statistics to exaggerate the expected benefits of their efforts. In some extreme cases, irrational 
investment strategies have been undertaken simply because they could be presented in a form attractive to 
uninformed investors.  
 
Luckily, there is light at the end of the tunnel. Some industry associations such as the Chicago Quantitative Alliance 
have already undertaken conferences on the issues of compliance and governance of quant investment services. If 
quant asset management is going to regain its economic viability as a business it must first regain the confidence 
of the entire range of investors from the largest sovereign wealth fund to the small investment advisor working 
with individual households . The way to do that is to actually be as rigorous in our investment processes as we 
purport to be, while taking the time to explain our ideas in common language.  
 


